with the three-step fitting procedure described in Experimental Procedures, thus demonstrating that the fitting procedure does not introduce unphysical artifacts.
In aqueous solution, the solvent reaction field con- uum. As expected, the screening is even stronger at non-zero ionic strength. To estimate the magnitude of the reaction field dipole the dipole moment. The physical origin of the inverse length dependence is revealed by calculating eff of a moment arising from the environment, the reaction field potential for helices in water was calculated as the diftwo-charge dipole. For this calculation, charges of ±0.52e, generating ference of the electrostatic potentials around the helix in water and in vacuum. The helix atom point charges exactly the helix dipole of the 20-mer in vacuum, were placed at a distance corresponding to the length of the were then fitted to the solvent reaction field potential so as to obtain the effective charges best representing polyalanine helix modeled. A cylinder of diameter 5 Å and dielectric constant ⑀ = 2 was placed around the the reaction field. The dipole vectors of the helix in vacuum and the reaction field dipole vectors in aqueous dipole to mimic the associated dielectric boundary. The charged cylinder was placed in the membrane model solution are listed in Table 1 . The magnitude of the reaction field dipole vector is similar in magnitude to that environment, and the potentials were calculated as above. of the dipole vector of the helix in vacuum but points in the opposite direction. Therefore, the effective dipole As shown in Figure 3A , the length dependence of eff for the atomic-detail peptide is reproduced by the twovector is the sum of the two nearly equal contributions and is thus very small. Additional calculations (data not charge dipole. This observation indicates that the reversal of the slope of eff versus peptide length in a shown) demonstrated that eff scales with 1/⑀. Thus, in a homogeneous medium all the charges are uniformly membrane is due to the inhomogeneity of the environment. As the peptide length increases, the terminal screened and the extent of the screening depends only on the polarity of the solvent. charges approach the high-dielectric solvent which then screens them. Thus, the reaction field in the surrounding water increases with increasing peptide Charge Screening in Membranes In a heterogeneous environment, such as in a lipid length, decreasing eff . Most transmembrane helices tilt to varying angles in membrane, the situation becomes more complex. eff of the helices, now embedded in a membrane with the the membrane. The tilt angle, q is defined as the angle between the helix axis and the normal to the membrane helix axes perpendicular to the membrane plane, are shown in Figure 3A . eff falls off approximately linearly surface. eff versus q for the 10-mer, 20-mer, and 30-mer polyalanine helices is shown in Figure 3B . q = 0°is with helix length until the helix spans the membrane (28 residues), at which point the helix dipole moment the orientation in Figure 3A , with the 10-mer and 20-mer buried in the membrane and the 30-mer extending is reduced to its aqueous solution value and does not change further with further increases in length. This ininto the aqueous layer. When the helix axis is placed parallel to the membrane plane, i.e., at q = 90°, the heliteresting behavior is the opposite of that in uniform media (Figure 2) , in which lengthening the helix increases ces are completely embedded in the membrane core. The magnitude and direction of dipole moments of polyanine helices in vacuum and water is listed. The reaction field vector in water is also given.
Consequently, eff is much higher than at q = 0°and is the helix is buried at varying depths in the protein in the two orientations shown in Figure 1B , i.e., with the approximately equal to eff for the corresponding helix in a homogeneous medium of ⑀ = 2. As q increases, so helix axis parallel or perpendicular to the sphere radius. We first consider a decaalanine peptide (w15 Å does the shielding of the charges by the reaction field, and hence eff decreases. Interestingly, the 30-mer has length) positioned in a protein of radius 25 Å, corresponding roughly to a molecular weight of 50 kDa. screened. However, the shape of the plot is different Figure 4 , the helix perpendicular to the radius vector is screened at both termini dium. This behavior is similar to that of helices centered in a membrane ( Figure 3A ). In the second position, the uniformly. However, eff is roughly constant and significantly smaller since the termini are always very close N-terminal of the helix is placed at the surface of the protein, and the "growing" helix extended into the proto the aqueous layer (Cases A and B, Figure 5 ). In contrast, the helix oriented along the radius vector exhibits tein interior. In this orientation, the decamer reaches the center of the protein and the 20-mer spans the entire complex screening behavior. When the geometric center of the helix coincides with the center of the sphere, sphere. In this case, two opposite effects are in play: the increase of dipole moment with increasing number both the helix termini are close to the aqueous layer and the helix dipole is screened significantly (Case C, of peptide bonds and the increasing proximity to the aqueous medium of the C-terminal of the helix. For the Figure 5 ). However, when the geometric center of helix is displaced from the center of the sphere, one of the 12-mer and 14-mer, the C terminus is sufficiently far from the aqueous layer that the dipole moment actually termini is embedded in the low dielectric sphere and hence is poorly shielded. Thus, eff increases until the increases as a function of peptide length. However, for the 16-mer and the 18-mer the ends are close enough helix terminus coincides with the sphere center (Case D, Figure 5 ) and then gradually decreases until it is fully to the aqueous layer to increase the magnitude of the reaction field, and hence the net eff decreases. For the exposed to water, when eff of the helix is equal to its value in aqueous solution. Figure 6A coincide and eff is the lowest of the cases studied above. Polyalanine helices of varying lengths are now considered in the above globular protein model (radius = A further interesting case is that of α-helical linkers, linking two domains or two subunits. α-helical linkers 15 Å). The effective dipole moment of the helices is Figure 6B . eff is seen to increase with peptide length, with magnitudes comparable to that in a low-polarity medium, albeit with reduced gradient relDiscussion ative to that of a homogeneous medium of ⑀ = 2. The situation of a linker is the reverse of that of the earlier
20-mer both the orientations in
The dipole moment of a helix is a macroscopic property that can be used to determine electrostatic interactions cases, since there is no preferential shielding of the termini, along the length of the helix. Thus, on adding at distances that are large compared to the dipole length. Near-field interactions, which would be impormore peptide groups, the terminal charges still experience a medium of low polarity and eff increases. tant in estimates of association free energies, are not accurately represented by the dipole. Thus, the helix dipole is likely to be inadequate for describing effects 
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2002).
The second rule of the thumb is that if both termini
Step I: Calculation of the Electrostatic Potential are solvent exposed, then eff will be small and effec- cally favorable to expose the helix termini to the aqueous layer and shield the helix dipole. For proteins such
Step statics and may contribute to stability and function.
